HISTORY OF THE NAWWABS OF THE CARNATIC
work. To oppose a man who has divine help is like the tearing
of one's own collar of prosperity. In the trustworthy opinion
of the council of sagacious men the defeat of Riza AH Khan,
the son of the exalted authority, was an augury for ruin
of the affairs of the sarkar. It behoves the intelligent to
calculate the end of anything* from the very beginning*. Since
the mgar.iat of the sarkar has not the support of sanad, none of
the zamindars of this land has any faith in the false authority.
It is evident that nothing is gained by our unceasing endeavours
during this period of war for nine months. It is therefore
necessary that we attack the fort of Nattharnagar and try the
strength of our luck. Perhaps we may, by following such a
course, open the door of success and make up for the disgrace
caused by the flight of Riza AH Khan." Ilusayn Dost Khan
listened to these discourses, looked around in anger, and said,
"Though Riza All Khan lost the affair out of foolishness and
gained the name of a runaway as a reward for his cowardice,
yet, I, with (the help of) my courage, bold army, and strength,
believe it certain Lhat in a very short time, I will raise my head
with authority over this kingdom. The preservation of this
kingdom depends upon our subjugation of the single fort of
Nattharnagar* The exertion and labour in other places will
have no effect; I can, nay, I will finish my work here easily;
immediately 1 will hasten to the Deccan, thence I will urge my
therefore expelled from Eden. The sentence of death was then pronounced
upon Iblts; but upon seeking a respite, he obtained it until the Day of Judg-
ment when he will be destroyed. Vide Quran, Silra VII. According to
Quran, the devil was created of fire, whilst Adam was created of clay. There
are two words used in the Quran to denote this great spirit of evil. (1)
Shaytfin, an Arabic word derived from shatn (Opposition). (2) Iblls> devil
from balas a wicked person. The former expression occurs in the Quran
fifty-two times and the latter only nine, while in some verses, Stira ii,
the two words Shaytdn and Iblis refer to the same personality. According
to Majma*ul Bahr, Shaytfin denotes one who is far from truth, and Ibfas
one who is without hope.
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